
Quarterly Examination - Model Question Paper 1- 2018-19 

STD XII Computer Science      Time : 2.30 Hrs Marks :70 

Choose the Best Answer                 15  x 1 = 15 

1. The special kind of indent used for numbered lists is _____ 

a) right indent  b) left indent  c) hanging indent  d) numbered indent 

2. Which key is pressed to delete a misspelled word and the word is retyped 

 a) shift + Delete  b) ctrl + delete  c) backspace  d) all the above 

3. Which of the following is pressed to resize the column without changing the width of the  

table? 

 a) alt + ctrl  b) alt   c) ctrl   d) shift + ctrl 

4. The default width of a page in default orientation is _____ 

a) 8.5 inch x 11 inch  b) 11 inch x 8.25 inch      

c) 11 inch x 8.5 inch   d) 8.5 inch x 1 inch 

5. How many columns and rows are there in visicalc? 

 a) 256, 63  b) 63, 254  c) 256, 32000  d) 32000, 254 

6. Graphic representation of numbers are known as -------------- 

 a) labels  b) graphs  c) charts  d) bar diagrams  

7. The field type that is not allowed in Star Office Base 

 a) Image  b) Memo  c) Project  d) Binary 

8. A screen of fields in a well spaced out manner 

 a) Reports  b) Query  c) Table  d) Forms 

9. Which of the following tags is not used to launch helper applications? 

a) <embed>   b) <name>   c) <applet>   d) <object> 

10. In StarOffice Impress, the window allows to quickly jump from one slide to other slide or 

move between open files    is _____ 

a) Desktop   b) Navigator   c) Preview   d) Moving Slider 

11. If a = 5 and c = a++ then what is the value of a 

a) 5   b) 6   c) 4   d) 3 

12.  Give the appropriate declaration statement to initialize name with the value “program”  

a) name =”program”   b) name[20]=”program”  

c) char name(20)=program  d) char name []= “program” 

13. Which operator is called as extraction or get from operator 

a)  >>   b) <<   c) cin   d) cout 

14. int x = 8, y =9, z ;  

z = ( x++ ) - ( - - y)  cout « z; 
  The output of the above snippet is_.  

    a) 0 b) 1 c) 2 d) 3 
15. int sum =0; 

for(int ctr= 1 ;ctr<6;ctr++);  

sum+=ctr;     

cout«sum;  

what will be the output for the above code?  

a)21  b)15 c)6 d)5 
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Answer any six of the following . Question No 20 is Compulsory    6 X 2  = 12 

16. Write the Steps to Open and Save a Document in Star Writer 

17. What is meant by highlighting the text? 

18. How would you create a header in star writer document 

19. How would you delete a table and delete the contents of a table? 

20. State the function of the following formula:D5=Sum(Sheet1.B4:C4;Sheet2.B4:C4)  

21. How is a pointer variable different from ordinary variable 

22. What are the rules for formation of nested loops? 

23. What is the information provided by the compiler to function prototype? 

24. What is meant by array of characters? 

Answer any six of the following . Question No 28 is Compulsory    6 X 3  = 18 

25. What is meant by automatic spelling correction 

26. How would you create the numbered list in star writer document 

27. How can the rule be used to change the margin? 

28. What are the two types of loops based on the position of the condition 

29. Explain the different storage classes 

30. What do you mean by querying a database? 

31. Write short notes the audio formats       a) MIDI b) WAVE  c) SHOCK WAVE 

32. What is the purpose of using main function ( ) ? 

33. How does an array behave when passed to a function? 

Answer the following questions         5 X 5 = 25 

34. How will you indent a given text by using paragraph dialog box?  

(OR) 

               How to carry out spelling check after the entire document is typed?  

 

35. Explain creating header and footer and adding remarks and page numbers in a text document.  

(OR)  

             Explain the various icons available in table formatting toolbar in a StarOffice Writer document.  

 

36. How will you insert rows, columns and cells in a worksheet? Give an example.  

(OR) 

List and describe the other features available with spreadsheet software In addition to its ability to 

calculate numbers.  

 

37. What are Reports? How can you create a report by using Star Office Base?  

(OR) 

Explain if statements with their syntax and suitable examples 

 

38. What are the different ways of passing parameters in C++ functions?  

(OR) 

              Give the Output of the following programme 

           void main ( ) 

 { 

      int a[ ] = {5,6,5,8,5} 

       for(int i = 0; i<4; i++) 

            a[i+1] = a[i]; 

      for(int i = 0; i<5; i++) 

            cout<< “\n”<<a[i]; 

 } 
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